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  Overall Structure-Three Areas
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The Past Like a Shadow
The Source of Immigrants
Fishing and Sailing Culture
River Training  Monument
Folk Impression
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Overall Structure-Ten Parks



Overall Structure-5 Islands

Yitong Riverside Landscape Zone  5 Islands 

5 Islands  Feature   Culture     Industry
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Style:Hunanity
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 Scale: 82100m2
Style:Good Season



1. Sakura Island Sculpture Park

Breeze Island is the the island between the Fanrong bridge and Saide bridge, which 
covers an area of 90,230 square meters, because the island is rich in vegetation, the 
design style of Breeze Island is the Forest Sculpture Park. The heart of the island is a 
stream, large tracts of sakura forest, and the surrounding dense forest form a landscape. 
The main attractions of the island are forest huts, forest path along the cliff, birds forest, 
sakura bridge.

In the center of the island, a sculpture is to set up in the lawn, and in the surrounding 
woods space, streams and other places there would set up about 10 small sculptures, 
the theme of which are forest ecology. 
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The Introduction of Sculpture’s 
Background 

1 .Sakura Island and Forest Theme 
Sculpture Park
Sculpture’s Theme:  Forest Ecology
Sculpture’s Size 2.5-3m



2 Farming Ecology Park   

Farming Ecology Park  is located on the west bank of Yikuang Street Bridge and Changxin 
Railway Bridge. Based on the present situation of fish ponds and the original plant 
environment, the park’s theme is designed as farming culture, and includes the 
agricultural garden, water car park and picking forest. This piece of space can be designed 
to sculpture garden, the theme of which are farming culture, four seasons garden, and 
rural landscape. 
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The Introduction of Sculpture's Background 
2 Farming Ecology Theme Sculpture Park 
Sculpture’s Theme: Solar Terms Park、
Joyful Life
 Sculpture’s Style：Farming Culture、
Season Garden、Rural Landscape
 Sculpture’s Size： 2.5-3m（Single）



3 Industry’s Time-lineTheme Sculpture Park 

Industrial Time-line Park Park is located on the West Bank of South Third Ring Road to the 
Fanrong Street. The park’s theme is the post-modern industrial garden, which combines with 
Changchun industrial culture. The whole park is divided into locomotive garden area, fashion 
industrial area, fragrant grass viewing areas . The locomotive garden area is marked by the 
railroad tracks, there are tram sculptures on the footpath. Through the car-like scenery frame, 
there are persons come and go on the silhouette wall, and time platform for visitors to rest. 
Fashion Industrial area, the imprint square road with the woods winding, the sculpture era 
garden express the future prospects.

There are eight theme sculptures in the park: one of them is located in the track corridor, the 
track footpath and old tram device are near there,the sculpture’s size can be 2.5-3m, whcih 
reflects the eighties and nineties life scenarios, they will bring people back to the tram era of 
the old Changchun life. The other one is located on the west side of the square, in the shelter 
belt, now there is a bronze sculpture , which needs to be optimized in conjunction with the new 
landscape design. The other two sculptures are located in the fashionable industrial area - steel 
power sculpture and casting the future sculpture. The steel power sculpture is placed in an 
square with the area of 200 square meters, the casting future sculpture is in the center of the 
former satellite square, the north is a circular corridor, this sculpture will become the focus of 
people's attention;  the size of these two sculptures are 2.5 to 3m.
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The Introduction of the Sculpture's Background 3 
Sculpture Location:  Industry’s 
Time-line Park 
Sculpture’s Theme: Trolley 
Sculpture’s Style: Scenes of life in past changchun   
Sculpture’s Size 2.5-3 m single or group 

Status Suroundings-- Diversified 
communication, Industrial 
impression
Ground---Radial trajectory

 

Trolley Garden Area--Footpath Trolley Garden Area-- Platform

Overall plan



4. Theme Sculpture of Fishery Culture Park 

Fishery Culture Park is located on the east bank of the river between Nansanhuan Road to the Fanrong 
(Prosperity) bridge, based on the current status of good vegetation and water environment, it is planned 
to be developed into a park that shows the history of fisheries and shipping. The whole park is divided into 
Fisherman's Wharf, Fanying (Sailing) Fisherman's Song Area and Touring Park.

The lake in Fanying Fisherman's Song Area enjoys an Open water, Jingshuifeng (mirror& water &wind) 
Gallery, Yuyue (diving) Bridge, Yuhang Tower (Lighthouse) and Bozhou (mooring boat) Pavilion spread out 
on the waterfront in turn, which formed a beautiful landscape. Touring Park is the key point to be 
modified. Fisherman's Wharf will build beaches and shipside. The history of fishing and hunting will be 
exhibited in the Gallery.

In order to show the prosperous shipping scene on the Yitong River, six theme sculptures will be 
established in there. One will be located near the Jingshuifeng (mirror& water &wind) Gallery of Fanying 
(Sailing) Fisherman's Song Area. The theme of the sculpture is the mooring of the sail group, which is to 
create a prosperous and flourishing fishing and shipping scene. The sculpture’s size is 2.5-3m, 5 sculptures 
will be placed here. The second one will be located in the Touring Park. The sculpture will be located in the 
center of Jichang Garden, adjacent to the river Yanzi. There is a sculpture base in the former site; the 
surrounding of the sculpture base is the frame of the modified Gallery. This sculpture should be a single 
sculpture and the size is 3-4m, the theme of the sculpture should highlight the concept of water. 
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The Introduction of Sculpture’s Background 
4 Fishery Sculpture Park 
Sculpture Location:  Baihai Wetland、Fishery Culture Park
 Sculpture’s Theme: Fishery, People and Fishing, Anchored 
Boat
 Sculpture’s Style: Yingtong River navigation history, 
Moored sailboat, Wetland
 Sculpture’s Size3-4m  Single or Group



   Theme sculpture of Image Folk Park

 The Image Folk Park is located on the banks of the Yitong River between Saide Bridge and Ziyou Bridge. The park 
combines image language with local folklore to form a landscape of the waterfront. This park can be divided into 
the Image area, Ethnic customs area and Memory island.

The image area is linearly expanded along the river banks. There is an image square at the entrance of this place. 
The images along the river are the miniature film culture tour. Tourists can watch water screen images at water 
platform. The circular amphitheater is a public meeting place. Memory Bridge connects two sides of the space. 
Ethnic customs area show the multi-ethnic humanities of Changchun, the high points of the center in this area is 
the national hero sculpture, the gallery of ethnic characteristics in the forest show multicultural style by its diverse 
pattern and structure

 Here are three theme sculptures to design. One sculpture will be located in the  Image Square which is in the 
northwest side of the Seid Bridge, it is the entrance square which the public can walk from the west side to the 
Image Folk park, sculpture size is 2.5-3m, the theme of the sculpture is film light, reflecting Changchun unique film 
culture and film history. Another sculpture is located in the Memory Island, and with the Fireworks Square, fountain, 
water curtain ladder, post station, they form a landscape axis, sculpture’s theme is folk memory, reflecting the 
history of Changchun, video art. The third sculpture is located in the National Park, it is remoulded to the National 
Unity sculpture, the park to strengthen original east-west landscape axis, and to design a national ribbon in the 
latitudinal direction, the national symbols, Manchu and other facilities are to reflect Changchun City’s Multi-
ethnic fusion culture, the former National Unity sculpture will locate in the intersection of landscape axis and the 
national ribbon, the sculpture matches the theme, and the size will be expanded.
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The Introduction of Sculpture’s Background 
5 Image Folk Theme Sculpture 
Sculpture Location: Image Folk-custom Park
 Sculpture’s Theme: The light of the film, Folk memories
 Sculpture’s Style: Movie Culture  Movie Course  
Changchun History  The great unity of all ethnic groups
culpture’s Size2.5-3m

Movie Gallery-Spring Halfpace Movie Gallery-Movie Square



 Fireworks Square

Folk Custom Area Desig 
Folk Custom Area Aerial View



6. Theme Sculpture of the Yuehe (Moon & Lotus) Culture Park

 Yuehe (Moon & Lotus) Culture Park is located along the Yitong River between 
Freedom Bridge and Changchun Bridge.
There was a lotus park here. This design is to build a marvelous and dulcet natural 
and human space combined with the Moon Island. This park is divided into 
fragrant lotus Park (Hexiang Park), Moon Island and lotus bay area (Lianyunwan 
area). 
• The park will be designed with a small or medium-sized sculpture at the 
modified square near the northwest corner of Freedom Bridge. The square covers 
an area of 500 square meters, which is a public fitness and leisure space at 
ordinary times. The center of the square has a stone now, it will be placed a 
sculpture to match the theme of the park after modification.
• A group of sculptures will be placed in the eastern forest of Moon Island, these 
sculptures dotted under the trees will reflect the theme of the art
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The Introduction of Sculpture’s 
Background 
6 Moon & Lotus Culture Theme Sculpture
Sculpture Location: Moon &Lotus Culture 
Park
Sculpture’s Theme: Wind and Moon, Lotus 
Theme, Art Theme
 Sculpture’s Style: New Chinese Style  Art 
Space  Celebrity Culture
 Sculpture’s Size: 3-4m (Single or Group 
Works)

Structure Analysis Picture

Overall



7. Aegean Island theme sculpture in Happy Festival Park

• Romantic mood is the keynote of the Aegean Island, the plant and flowers is the 
feature of this island. As a wedding photography and holiday leisure base, the island 
will support wedding theme museum to render romantic mood. The main attractions 
are wedding lawn, Lavender Garden, Rose Garden, Heart to Heart Platform and Heart 
Lake. Combined with the snow and ice sculpture, the island is planned to organize 
some photographic activities in winter. Three sculptures will be set here. 

• A 3m sculpture will be set up in the heart lake. This sculpture which reflects the 
romantic love will become a characteristic site of wedding photography. 

• Set up a group of romantic love theme sculptures on the Aegean island of Happy 
Festival Park.  The sculpture will be located in the lavender garden, the sculpture’s size 
is 3m, and the its spirit is romantic fairy. 

• There will be a distinctive 3-5m sculpture on the eastern side of Xinghua Gate to 
enhance the romantic theme. 
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7 Romantic Theme Sculpture
Sculpture Location: Happy Festival Park
Sculpture’s Theme: Happy Love
Sculpture’s Style: Romance  Oath Aestheticism 
 Sculpture’s Size: 3-5m (Single or Group Works)

Aegean Island Area
Lavander Area

Structural Analysis



7 Joy Island emblematic sculpture in Happy Festival Park

• Joy Island is located on the southwest side of Yongning Bridge, which is a children's 
educational pleasure island. The island has a museum, which covers a building area of 
300 square meters. The power facilities are located in the central part of the island, 
such as carousel, bumper cars, etc. There are climbing venues, swings, slides and other 
non-powered activities in the north.

• The emblematic sculpture that highlight the theme of joyful childhood will be placed 
at the south entrance plaza.
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The Introduction of Sculpture’s Background 
Kids' Carnival Theme Sculpture
Sculpture Location: Happy Festival Park
Sculpture’s Theme:  Children's Simplicity 
Sculpture’s Style:Living Atmosphere Leisure  
Energy
 Sculpture’s Size: 5m

Structure Analysis

Joy Island Commercial 
Place

Joy Island Aerial View



8. Theme Sculpture of Sports & Leisure Park

• Sports & Leisure Park is located on the east bank of Yongning Bridge to Dongrong Bridge, it is 
pointed to extend the existing sports facilities and take the urban water conservation as a main 
considertation. There will be two thematic areas, filted water areas and comprehensive sports 
area. 

• The comprehensive sports area is equipped with basketball courts, table tennis courts and 
other multi-functional courts, which is banded in the park boundary or can be reach easily. The 
children-targeted’s outdoor space is colorful and joyful; gate ball courts will be built for the 
senior citizens, and the youth can enjoy themselves on the skateboarding area, all of these could 
fully display the city LOHAS atmosphere. Three sculptures will be set up in the park combining 
with the sports venues. The sculpture’s size is 2.5-3M. The sculpture can be in single or in group, 
which should advocate the theme of LOHAS city, such as sports culture in Changchun and sports 
celebrities.



2.5-3m(单体或群组）
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8 Sports & Leisure Theme Sculpture
Sculpture Location: Sports & Leisure Park
Sculpture’s Theme: Happy City, Vitality and Passion
 Sculpture’s Style: Sports Culture, Sports Famous Person, 
Sports Land
 Sculpture’s Size:2.5-3m (Single or Group Works)

 General Layout Plan

Sports Area Sports Area



   9. Theme sculpture of Old Factory Creative Garden 

The old Factory Creative Park is located in the northeast of Dongrong Bridge, the former  wool 
factory, it will become a Creative Park during this modification. The original style of the old 
characteristics of the plant will be retained. The theme is cultural and creative. The size of the 
proposed sculpture is 2.5-3m. These sculptures are to reflect the theme of heritage from the 
perspective of the industry inheritance, the old factory with new rhyme, creative workshops, etc.
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9 Wetland Expansion Park    Old Factory Buildings Theme 
Sculpture
Sculpture Location: Wetland Expansion Park 
Sculpture’s Theme: Inheritance
Sculpture’s Style: Industrial heritage, Old Factory Buildings with 
the characteristic of new age , Creative Workshop
 Sculpture’s Size:2.5-3m (Single or Group Works)

 Old Factory Buildings Creative Land

Before Renovation

 After Renovation
 


